
What would Philosophers do on their summer vacations? 

KEY 

 

• Thales advocated that all reality was fundamentally water.  

• Nietzsche believed in “eternal recurrence,” a kind of fatalistic belief, that holds 

that, though time is linear (not cyclical), the universe keeps recurring or repeating 

itself, an infinite number of times, in the self-same form. 

• Locke once described himself as an epistemological “under-laborer,” “clearing 

the ground a little, and removing some of the rubbish that lies in the way to 

knowledge.”  

• Besides the Confessions, the other great book written by St Augustine was called 

the City of God. 

• The Barber paradox, an example used by Bertrand Russell to illustrate 

“Russell’s paradox,” a paradox about self-reference: the paradox is that the set of 

all sets that are not members of themselves both must and cannot contain itself.  

To see the problem, ask yourself who shaves the barber. 

• Kierkegaard famously advocated a “leap to faith,” to avoid the dead end of 

skepticism caused by careful focus only on your thinking—which never 

accomplishes anything.  Instead, think about something, even if you can’t 

absolutely prove it. 

• Leibniz’s modal metaphysics developed the idea of possible worlds to help 

explain concepts of possibility, necessity, and contingency.  

• St. Anselm’s “ontological” proof for God’s existence was famously objected to 

by the monk Gaunilo, who said the proof would just as well prove the existence of 

some lost but very perfect island. 

• Heraclitus advocated that all reality was fundamentally fire.  

• In his Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle quotes the saying, “one swallow does not a 

summer make.”  This would be an early summer vacation however since the 

swallows traditionally return to Capistrano on St. Joseph’s Day, March 19. 

• Charles Peirce, an American Pragmatist, believed that “knowledge is an 

activity.,” in other words, knowledge required practical involvement, has to make 

a noticeable difference in the world. 

• Karl Marx, co-author of the Communist Manifesto, , once wrote, “The 

philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; the point is to 

change it.” 

• Siddhārtha Gautama Shakyamuni Buddha believed that through mastery of 

the four noble truths, one could reach a state of supreme liberation, or Nirvana, a 

state without personal identity or boundaries of the mind .  
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